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Abstract
We observe UV spectra of protonated dibenzylamine (dBAMH+) and its
complexes with 15-crown-5 (dBAMH+–15C5), 18-crown-6 (dBAMH+–18C6), and
24-crown-8 (dBAMH+–24C8) under cold (~10 K) gas-phase conditions by UV
photodissociation (UVPD) and UV-UV hole-burning (HB) spectroscopy.

The UVPD

spectrum of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex shows an extensive low-frequency
progression, which originates from a unique conformation of the dBAMH+ part with
benzene rings facing closely to each other, while UVPD and calculation results suggest
open conformations of the dBAMH+ part for dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8.
UV-UV HB spectra of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex indicate that there exist at least two
conformers; multiple conformations can contribute to high stability of dBAMH+–24C8
pseudorotaxane due to “conformational” entropic effects.
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The UVPD experiment

indicates that the dissociation probability of dBAMH+–24C8 into dBAMH+ and 24C8 is
substantially smaller than that of dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6, which can be
related to the barrier height in the dissociation process.

The energetics of the

dBAMH+–24C8 complex is investigated experimentally with NMR spectroscopy and
theoretically with the global reaction route mapping (GRRM) method.

An energy

barrier of ~60 kJ mol–1 is present in the pseudorotaxane formation in solution, whereas
there is no barrier in the gas phase.

In the course of the photodissociation, excited

dBAMH+–24C8 complexes can be trapped at many local minima corresponding to
multiple conformations.

This can result in effective dissipation of internal energy into

degrees of freedom not correlated to the dissociation and decrease the dissociation
probability for the dBAMH+–24C8 complex in the gas phase.

The energy barrier for

the pseudorotaxane formation in solution originates not simply from the slippage
process but rather from solvent effects on the dBAMH+–24C8 complex.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
a

Hiroshima University

b

CNRS, Aix-Marseille Université
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rotaxanes are composed of macrocycles threaded by chain-shaped
molecules.1,2

Stoddart and co-workers reported the formation of pseudorotaxanes with

dialkylammonium ions and crown ethers in 1995.3

Since then, a number of studies

have been devoted to the synthesis of rotaxanes with dialkylammonium ions and to their
applications as molecular machines and polymers.4-14

Macrocycles with 24 or more

atoms, such as dibenzo-24-crown-8 (DB24C8), were frequently used to form rotaxanes
with dialkylammonium ions, and the rotaxane formation was confirmed by X-ray
diffraction of crystals, mass spectroscopy, and NMR spectroscopy.3,5,15

The X-ray

analysis provided structural information of rotaxanes, but the complex structure in
crystals is strongly affected by intermolecular interactions with counteranions and
neighboring complexes.5

Ashton et al. studied thermodynamics and kinetics for the

rotaxane formation with secondary dialkylammonium ions and DB24C8 in solution
using NMR spectroscopy.6

They obtained the free energy of association and activation

(energy barrier), and the rate constant for the rotaxane formation.

The energy barrier

corresponds to slippage processes, in which a dialkylammonium ion penetrates the
cavity of DB24C8.

The stability of rotaxanes is dependent on the nature of the solvent

in which it is dissolved.6

This suggested that solvent effects play certain roles in the

rotaxane formation, but a microscopic picture of the solvent effects was not provided in
the previous study.6

As mentioned above, secondary dialkylammonium ions can form

rotaxanes with at least 24-membered macrocycles,5 though Huang and co-workers
reported the synthesis of a rotaxane with benzo-21-crown-7 and a dialkylammonium
ion.16

For smaller macrocycles than 24-membered ones, such as 18-crown-6 (18C6), a

two-point binding motif was proposed for the complexation with secondary
dialkylammonium ions (see Figure 1 of ref. 5); the NH2+ center is placed not within the
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plane of macrocycles but on it.5,17-20

However, this structural motif was not confirmed

definitely by X-ray diffraction analysis of crystals.
In this study, we examine the structure and energetics experimentally and
theoretically for protonated dibenzylamine (dBAMH+, Scheme 1) and its complexes
with 15-crown-5 (dBAMH+–15C5), 18C6 (dBAMH+–18C6), and 24-crown-8
(dBAMH+–24C8) (Scheme 1) under cold (~10 K) gas-phase conditions, which are free
from thermal effects, solvent effects, or interactions with counteranions.

dBAMH+

was one of the two dialkylammonium ions that were firstly used to construct
pseudorotaxanes with crown ethers in the previous report of Stoddart and co-workers.3
We perform UV photodissociation (UVPD) spectroscopy of dBAMH+, dBAMH+–15C5,
dBAMH+–18C6,

and

dBAMH+–24C8.

In

most

of

previous

studies

on

pseudorotaxanes with dialkylammonium ions, DB24C8 has been used as a
macrocycle.3,5-7

In this study, we use 15C5, 18C6, and 24C8, which do not have

strong absorption in the UV region.

This enables us to observe purely UV absorption

of the dBAMH+ part in the complexes and discuss the effect of the complex formation
on the conformation of the dBAMH+ part.

Rijs et al. studied neutral and protonated

rotaxanes in the gas phase with a laser desorption or electrospray ion source, collision
induced fragmentation, and laser spectroscopy.21-24

We produce the ion complexes of

dBAMH+ with an electrospray ion source and cool them in a cold quadrupole ion trap in
this study.

We previously reported UVPD spectra of dBAMH+, dBAMH+–18C6, and

dBAMH+–24C8 at a vibrational temperature of ~30 K.25

In the present study, we

measure UVPD spectra under colder conditions (~10 K) and narrower laser bandwidths,
which will provide sharper band features.

Sharp features of UVPD spectra will allow

us to use UV-UV hole-burning (HB) spectroscopy for discriminating vibronic bands of
a single isomer.

The number and structure of isomers are determined with the aid of
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quantum chemical calculations.26

In our previous study, we recognized that

photodissociation probability of the dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxane was substantially
lower than that of the other complexes.25

We thought that this low probability was

related to the potential barrier in the course of rotaxane formation.

In this study, we

also examine the energetics of the dBAMH+ complexes in solution and in the gas phase
to find the origin of the low dissociation probability in the gas phase and the energy
barrier in the rotaxane formation.5,6

We believe that the investigation of the

pseudorotaxane in the gas phase would result in highlighting physical/chemical
properties of pseudorotaxanes in solution.
2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Details of the experiment for UVPD and UV-UV HB spectroscopy have been
described in our previous papers.27-30

Briefly, the dBAMH+ ion is produced by an

electrospray ion source with dBAMH+•SF6– salt in methanol (~100 µM).

To produce

the dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, or dBAMH+–24C8 complex, one of the crown
ethers is added to the methanol solution of dBAMH+•SF6– with a concentration of ~100
µM. Dibenzylamine is dissolved in methanol with a protonated form, and ions are
directly extracted from the solution with the electrospray ion source.

After passing

through a vaporization tube and a skimmer, ions are introduced into a cold, Paul-type
quadrupole ion trap (QIT).

The QIT is cooled to ~4 K by a He cryostat, and He buffer

gas is continuously introduced into the QIT.

The ions are stored in the QIT for ~50 ms

and cooled translationally and internally by the collision with the cold He buffer gas.
Ions other than parent ions of interest can be removed from the QIT by an RF potential
applied to the entrance end cap.31

In our experiment of the dBAMH+–crown ether

complexes, dominant ions produced by the electrospray ion source are only bare
dBAMH+ and the dBAMH+–crown ether complexes.
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Hence, it is sufficient to remove

bare dBAMH+ from the ion trap in the experiment of the complexes.

The ions are then

irradiated by a UV laser, and resulting fragment ions are mass-analyzed and detected
with a home-made time-of-flight mass spectrometer.32

The UVPD spectra are

obtained by plotting yields of the fragment ions against the wavenumber of the UV laser.
In this study, we use three types of nanosecond UV laser systems.

Two of the three

systems are based on Nd:YAG laser pumped dye lasers (Lambda Physik Scanmate and
Continuum ND6000).

Visible outputs from the dye lasers are frequency-doubled, and

the UV light is obtained with a resolution of ~0.1 cm–1.

The other UV system is a

Nd:YAG laser pumped optical parametric oscillator (EKSPLA NT342B).

The

intensity of the output UV light is ~2 mJ/pulse with a repetition rate of 10 Hz and a
resolution of ~8 cm–1.

In the UVPD experiments, one of the three UV lasers is used

for the photodissociation.

In the UV-UV HB experiment of the dBAMH+ ion, we use

the two high-resolution lasers for the pump and the probe light.

The pump laser is

introduced to the QIT prior to the probe one by 10–100 µs, and the wavenumber of the
pump laser is scanned, while the wavenumber of the probe laser is fixed at one of
vibronic bands in the UVPD spectra.

Fragment ions produced with the pump laser are

removed by the RF potential applied to the entrance end cap.

The UV-UV HB spectra

are obtained by plotting the ratio of the fragment ion intensity with the pump laser
on/off (Ion/Ioff) as a function of the wavenumber of the pump laser.28

For UV-UV HB

spectroscopy of the dBAMH+ complexes, we utilize the low-resolution laser and one of
the high-resolution lasers for the pump and probe light, respectively.

We measure 1H

NMR spectra of dBAMH+•SF6–, 15C5, 18C6, 24C8, and their mixtures dissolved in
CD3OD or CD3CN at room temperature by using a 300 MHz NMR spectrometer.

The

Gibbs free energy for the complex formation of dBAMH+–24C8 in CD3OD and CD3CN
is determined on the basis of the 1H NMR spectra.
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The barrier height for the complex

formation of dBAMH+–24C8 in CD3OD and CD3CN is obtained by 2D exchange
spectroscopy (2D EXSY).33

The dBAMH+•PF6– salt is synthesized by a procedure

previously reported by Ashton et al.5,25

The crown ethers (15C5, 18C6, and 24C8) are

purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries and used without further purification.
We

also

perform

quantum

chemical

calculations

for

dBAMH+,

dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8 to examine stable and
transition-state structures.

Initial conformation searches are performed using the

CONFLEX High Performance Conformation Analysis program with the MMFF94s
force field.34-37

Conformers obtained in the initial searches are further optimized with

the GAUSSIAN09 program package at the M05-2X/6-31+G(d) level and successively
at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.38,39
the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.

The vibrational analysis is also carried out at

Electronic transition energies and oscillator

strengths of isomers are obtained by time-dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT) calculations at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.

We used the M05-2X

functional because it reproduced the conformer distribution and the position of
electronic transitions very well for metal ion–benzo-crown ether complexes in our
previous studies.28,40,41

Furthermore, we obtain the barrier height between stable

conformers of dBAMH+ and dBAMH+–24C8 using the global reaction route mapping
(GRRM) program with the sphere contracting walk (SCW) and the scaled hypersphere
search (SHS) options.42-45

The GRRM calculations are carried out at the

M05-2X/6-31+G(d) level for dBAMH+ and HF/6-31G level for dBAMH+–24C8.
Equilibrium and transition-state structures found in the GRRM calculations are further
optimized at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.
performed at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.
out using the polarizable continuum model.
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The vibrational analysis is also
Calculations in solution are carried

For the dBAMH+–15C5 complex, the

Franck-Condon (FC) simulation is performed to reproduce a vibronic structure observed
in the UVPD spectrum.

We carry out the geometry optimization and vibrational

analysis in the S0 and S1 states of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex at the ADC(2)/def2-SVP
level using the TURBOMOLE program package.46

The FC simulation is performed

with the PGOPHER, a program for simulating rotational, vibrational and electronic
spectra.47
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. dBAMH+
Figure 1a shows the UVPD spectrum of the dBAMH+ ion measured using the
high-resolution laser with the fragment ion at m/Z = 107 (C7NH9+) monitored.

We

previously reported a similar UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+, but the spectrum showed
broader band features due to higher ion temperature (~30 K)48 and lower resolution of
the UV laser.25

The UVPD spectrum in Figure 1a shows three strong bands at 37378,

37464, and 37473 cm–1.

Figures 2b and c display the UV-UV HB spectra of dBAMH+

with the UVPD spectrum (Figure 2a).

The position of the probe frequencies for the

HB spectra is shown with arrows in Figure 2a.

The UV-UV HB spectra clearly

indicate that two of the three strong bands (37378 and 37473 cm–1) in the UVPD
spectrum belong to a single isomer, and that the band at 37464 cm–1 is ascribed to
another one.

Thus, there are at least two isomers for bare dBAMH+.

We determine the structure of bare dBAMH+ with the aid of quantum
chemical calculations.

Figure 3 shows the optimized structure of dBAMH+.

The

most stable one (isomer A, Figure 3a) has an open conformation with C2v symmetry.
In the second isomer (isomer B, Figure 3b), one of the benzene wings points to the
opposite direction to the NH2 group.

The third one (isomer C, Figure 3c) has a twisted

conformation with C2 symmetry. Since the relative total energy of isomer C (3.0 kJ
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mol–1) is higher than that of isomers A and B (0 and 0.6 kJ mol–1, respectively), we can
assign the two isomers found in the UVPD experiment to isomers A and B. This
assignment is verified by TD-DFT calculations.
calculations for isomers A–C.
transitions in this region.

Figure 2d shows results of TD-DFT

Each isomer has the S1–S0 and S2–S0 electronic

In the case of isomer A, only the S2–S0 transition emerges

strongly, because the S1–S0 transition is dipole-forbidden in C2V point group.

For

isomer B, both of the S1–S0 and S2–S0 transitions appear with comparable oscillator
strengths.

Hence, the three strong bands in the UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+ can be

reasonably assigned to the electronic transitions of isomers A and B.

We did not find

isomer B in previous calculations at the M05-2X/6-31+G(d),25 and we attributed the
origin bands in the warmer UVPD spectrum to isomers A and C.25

However, it is

much more reasonable to ascribe the structure of dBAMH+ to isomers A and B on the
basis of the total energy calculated with a larger basis set (M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p)) and
the agreement of the UVPD spectrum with the TD-DFT results (Figure 2).

We check

if the structure determination of dBAMH+ described above is reasonable by using
another functional including dispersion interaction.

Table S2 and Figure S2 in the

Electronic Supplementary Information show the relative total energy and TD-DFT
results for the dBAMH+ isomers calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level.
Isomers A and B of dBAMH+ are the most and the second most stable isomers also at
this calculation level (Table S2). The agreement of the transition energy between the
calculated and observed spectra seems to be better with the ωB97X-D functional
(Figure S2).

Hence, the assignment of the structure for bare dBAMH+ to isomers A

and B is highly reliable.

Figure 4 displays the total energy of stable and

transition-state conformations of bare dBAMH+ calculated with the GRRM program.
The potential barriers between the three stable isomers are not so high, less than 12 kJ
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mol–1.

In the next section, we will show how the complex formation with the crown

ethers affects the conformation and electronic transition of dBAMH+.
3.2. dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8
Figures 1b–d display the UVPD spectra of the dBAMH+–15C5,
dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8 complexes.

Spectral features are quite different

among the complexes, though the chromophore is dBAMH+ for all the complexes.
The UVPD spectrum of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex (Figure 1b) shows an extensive
low-frequency progression starting from 37230 cm–1 with an interval of ~25 cm–1.

In

sharp contrast, the dBAMH+–18C6 complex shows a quite simple spectrum (Figure 1c)
with a strong band assignable to the 0-0 transition at 37489 cm–1, suggesting that there
is one dominant isomer.

In the case of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex (Figure 1d), there

are many sharp bands around 37500 cm–1.

The yields of photofragment dBAMH+ ion

are normalized with the intensity of the parent ions and UV laser and are shown in
Figures 1b–d as relative values to the maximum of the dBAMH+–15C5 spectrum.
Hence, it is possible to compare the vertical axis among the spectra in Figures 1b–d.
The photofragment yield of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex is substantially smaller than
that of dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6: only ~10 % of the dBAMH+–15C5
complex.

Similar small quantum yields of the fragmentation were observed for

dBAMH+–DB24C6 complex in our previous study.25
We determine the number of isomers for the dBAMH+–15C5 and
dBAMH+–24C8 complexes by UV-UV HB spectroscopy. In the HB experiment of the
dBAMH+ complexes, we use the low- and high-resolution UV lasers for the pump and
probe, respectively, to have deeper depletion in HB spectra.

Before performing

UV-UV HB spectroscopy, we check the effect of the laser resolution on the UVPD
spectrum of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex.
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Figures 5a and b show the UVPD spectra

of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex observed with the high- and low-resolution UV lasers.
The vibronic bands in the 37200–37400 cm–1 region are resolved even in the
low-resolution spectrum (Figure 5b), and the overall features are almost the same
between these spectra.

Figure 5c displays the UV-UV HB spectrum of the

dBAMH+–15C5 complex.

The probe position for the UV-UV HB spectrum is shown

with an arrow in Figure 5a.

As seen in Figures 5b and c, the UVPD and UV-UV HB

spectra show the same spectral features.

This indicates that the UVPD spectra of the

dBAMH+–15C5 complex (Figures 5a and b) can be ascribed to a single isomer.

Figure

6 displays the UVPD and UV-UV HB spectra of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex.

In the

low-resolution UVPD spectrum (Figure 6b), not all the sharp vibronic bands appearing
in the high-resolution spectrum (Figure 6a) can be resolved completely, but it is still
possible to observe two transitions at 37507 and 37532 cm–1 separately.

Figures 6c

and d depict the UV-UV HB spectra measured at 37507 and 37532 cm–1; the probe
positions are shown with arrows in Figure 6a.

The signal to noise ratio in the HB

spectra of dBAMH+–24C8 is not as high as that of dBAMH+–15C5.

However, the HB

spectrum measured at 37507 cm–1 (Figure 6c) has a dip at 37507 cm–1, accompanied by
a few bands around 37680 cm–1. The HB spectrum measured at 37532 cm–1 (Figure
6d) shows a clear dip at 37532 cm–1 but no depletion at 37507 cm–1.

These HB results

in Figure 6 indicate that the dBAMH+–24C8 complex has at least two isomers in our
gas-phase experiment.
A similar trend of the number of isomers for the dBAMH+ complexes is seen
in quantum chemical calculations.

Table S1 of the Electronic Supplementary

Information shows the relative total energy of stable isomers for the dBAMH+–15C5,
dBAMH+–18C6,

and

dBAMH+–24C8

M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.

complexes

calculated

at

the

In the case of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex, the energy
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difference between the most and the second most stable isomers is substantially large
(3.1 kJ mol–1), suggesting that the isomer found in the UVPD experiment can be
assigned to the most stable isomer. In contrast, the dBAMH+–24C8 complex has two
stable isomers with almost the same energy, and the energy difference between the
second and the third isomers are large (3.5 kJ mol–1).

Hence, the two most stable

isomers in the calculations can be attributed to the two isomers found in the experiment.
The presence of multiple isomers for the dBAMH+–24C8 complex contributes to high
stability of pseudorotaxanes with dBAMH+ and 24C8 because of “conformational”
entropic effects; the higher the number of conformers, the more stable the complex.49
For the dBAMH+–18C6 complex, there exist three isomers with an energy lower than 3
kJ mol–1 (Table S1).

As will be described later, the isomer found in the experiment of

the dBAMH+–18C6 complex can be ascribed to the most stable form on the basis of the
UVPD spectrum.
Results of geometry optimization indicate that the conformation of dBAMH+
is highly affected by the complex formation with 15C5 and 18C6.

Figures 7a and b

show the most stable structure of the dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6 complexes,
respectively.

A dominant intermolecular interaction between dBAMH+ and the crown

ethers is the NH•••O hydrogen bond for both of the dBAMH+–15C5 and
dBAMH+–18C6 complexes, which was proposed in the previous studies.5,17-20

On the

other hand, one striking difference can be seen in the conformation of the dBAMH+ part,
which has not been reported so far. For the dBAMH+–15C5 complex (Figure 7a), the
dBAMH+ part has a conformation similar to isomer C of bare dBAMH+ (Figure 3c);
isomer C is the highest energy conformer and is not found in the UVPD experiment of
bare dBAMH+.

In the dBAMH+–18C6 complex (Figure 7b), the dBAMH+ part takes a

conformation similar to isomer B (Figure 3b).
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Intermolecular CH•••π bonds can be

formed in the dBAMH+–18C6 complex; one of the benzene rings in the
dBAMH+–18C6 complex has shorter CH•••(benzene centroid) distances (2.49 and 3.49
Å, see Figure 7b).

In the case of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex, the ring size of 15C5 is

too small to have an intermolecular CH•••π bond in addition to the NH•••O hydrogen
bond.
The extensive low-frequency progression found in the UVPD spectrum of the
dBAMH+–15C5 complex (Figure 1b) originates from a unique conformation of the
dBAMH+ part in this complex.

We perform the FC simulation for the dBAMH+–15C5

complex to examine the origin of the progression.

Figure 5d displays the FC

simulation for the S1–S0 transition of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex.
depict the equilibrium structure in the S0 and S1 states.

Figures 5e and f

As seen in Figure 5d, the

progression can be assigned to vibronic transitions at 18 K from vibrational levels of the
second lowest-frequency mode (ν2) in the S0 state to zero-point vibrational level in the
S1 state.

This assignment can be verified by the difference in the equilibrium structure

between the S0 and S1 states (Figures 5e and f).

The distance between the two benzene

rings becomes substantially shorter from S0 (~4.7 Å) to S1 (~3.7 Å).

Since the vector

motion of the ν2 vibration is almost parallel to the structural difference between the S0
and S1 states, the ν2 normal mode becomes active for the S1–S0 transition.
a similar normal mode (ν6) in the S1 state to the ν2 vibration in the S0 state.

There exists
In another

trial of the FC simulation using the PGOPHER program, the ν6 mode in the S1 state is
also very active for the S1–S0 electronic transition.

However, the simulated

progression with the ν6 mode for the S1–S0 transition does not show a parabolic
intensity distribution of the progression as seen in the UVPD spectrum (Figure 1b); a
vibronic transition to a higher quantum number of the ν6 mode has a higher intensity in
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the S1–S0 transition, at least for ν6 quantum numbers of up to 6.

In addition, the

frequency of the ν6 mode in the S1 state is predicted as 73 cm–1, which is substantially
higher than the observed interval of the progression (~25 cm–1).

Hence, it is not

possible to assign the progression in the UVPD spectrum (Figure 1b) to the ν6 mode in
the S1 state.

The FC simulations for the S1–S0 electronic transition cannot reproduce

the broad absorption starting from ~37425 cm–1.

This broad component can be

attributed to the S2–S0 transition as shown in Figure 5a.
As mentioned above, the calculation results of the dBAMH+–18C6 complex
predict a few low-energy isomers (Table S1).

The most stable isomer (Figure 7b) has

a form similar to isomer B (Figure 3b) in the dBAMH+ part.

In the second and the

third most stable isomers, the dBAMH+ part has an isomer C-like form.

As can be

seen in the UVPD spectrum of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex (Figure 1b), an isomer C
form in the dBAMH+ part will show extensive, low-frequency progressions.

Since the

UVPD spectrum of the dBAMH+–18C6 complex does not show such a progression
(Figure 1c), the dBAMH+–18C6 complex in the experiment does not have an isomer C
form in the dBAMH+ part.

Hence, the structure of the dBAMH+–18C6 complex can

be ascribed to the most stable isomer (Figure 7b).
The geometry optimization of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex indicates the
predominance of pseudorotaxane forms.

Figures 7c and d show the most and the

second most stable structures of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex.

Different from the

dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6 complexes, the dBAMH+–24C8 complex takes an
isomer A-like conformation in the dBAMH+ part.

The dBAMH+ component goes

through the cavity of the 24C8 part, forming pseudorotaxanes.

In the dBAMH+–24C8

complex, several intermolecular CH•••π bonds are formed at both of the benzene rings
with a distance shorter than 3.6 Å (see Figures 7c and d).
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Table 1 shows the binding

energy of the dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8 complexes.

The

difference in the binding energy between dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6 is 11 kJ
mol–1.

The difference between dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8 is 48 kJ mol–1,

which is more than four times larger than that between dBAMH+–15C5 and
dBAMH+–18C6. The intermolecular CH•••π bonds between dBAMH+ and 24C8 play
vital roles for high stability (binding energy) of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex.
Furthermore, we examine the energetics of the complexes experimentally and
theoretically.

It was previously reported that the formation of pseudorotaxanes with

dialkylammonium ions and DB24C8 has a barrier of ~80 kJ/mol in solution.6

A high

barrier may also affect the fragmentation yield after the UV excitation in the UVPD
experiment.

Firstly, we obtain the Gibbs free energy experimentally for the formation

of dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxane in acetonitrile and methanol at room temperature by
1

H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 8a). The energy barrier is estimated as ~60 kJ mol–1 in

solution.

For the dBAMH+ complexes in the gas phase, we determine the energetics

with quantum chemical calculations.

Figures 8b and c depict the energetics of

dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8, respectively.

In these figures, dBAMH+(A) and

dBAMH+(B) stand for isomers A and B of bare dBAMH+, respectively.

The binding

energies of the dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8 complexes (198 and 246 kJ mol–1,
respectively) are calculated values in this study (Table 1).

The energy of the (18C6 +

dBAMH+(B)) dissociation limit (0.6 kJ mol–1) and the barrier height between (18C6 +
dBAMH+(A)) and (18C6 + dBAMH+(B)) (8.4 kJ mol–1) are obtained on the basis of the
calculated results of bare dBAMH+ (Figure 4).

The position of the S1 energy level is

derived from the UVPD results in Figure 1. The barrier height for the formation of
dBAMH+–18C6 is small (8.4 kJ mol–1); this value corresponds to the isomerization
barrier between isomers A and B of bare dBAMH+.
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In the complex formation with

dBAMH+(B) and 18C6, there will be no high barrier; dBAMH+ is simply attached to
In the case of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex,

18C6 in the complex (Figure 7b).

dBAMH+ has to go through the cavity of 24C8; the barrier for this slipping process is
calculated with the GRRM method.
less-stable,

pseudorotaxane

and

In the GRRM calculations, a number of

non-pseudorotaxane

forms

are

obtained

for

dBAMH+–24C8, and finally one transition-state structure is found between a
pseudorotaxane and a non-pseudorotaxane isomer.

Figure 9 shows the structure at the

transition state (TS1_2, Figure 9b) and equilibrium structures correlated directly to the
transition state (EQ1 and EQ2, Figures 9a and c).

Arrows in Figure 9b represent a

vector motion of the vibration with an imaginary frequency.

This vibration indeed

corresponds to the slipping process between the pseudorotaxane (EQ1) and
non-pseudorotaxane (EQ2) forms. As seen in Figure 8c, the energy of TS1_2, EQ1,
and EQ2 is lower than that of the (dBAMH+ + 24C8) dissociation limit in the gas phase,
which is in sharp contrast to the formation in solution (Figure 8a).

Upon the UV

excitation to the S1 state, the dBAMH+ complexes will dissociate after the internal
conversion (IC) to the S0 state followed by the intramolecular vibrational-energy
redistribution (IVR).

The S1 energy levels of dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8 are

located substantially above the dissociation limit (Figures 8b and c), and the
photodissociation of the dBAMH+ complexes will occur with no barrier.

As seen in

Figure 1, the photofragmentation yield of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex is substantially
smaller than that of dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6.

Table 1 shows the

transition energy and oscillator strength of the S1–S0 and S2–S0 transitions of dBAMH+,
dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8. Since the oscillator strength
is comparable for the dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8
complexes, the smaller photofragmentation yield can be ascribed to lower dissociation
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probability.

In the case of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex, a number of local minima of

pseudorotaxane and non-pseudorotaxane forms will exist on the potential energy
surface along the photodissociation coordinate.

In the course of the dissociation, hot

dBAMH+–24C8 complexes are likely to be trapped at the local minima corresponding
to the metastable isomers.

While being trapped at the local minima, hot

dBAMH+–24C8 complexes can effectively dissipate their internal energy into degrees
of freedom not correlated to the dissociation.

In addition, this trapping process can

increase the lifetime of hot dBAMH+–24C8 complexes.

These phenomena will

decrease the dissociation probability in a finite time window after the photoexcitation;
the ions have to be mass-analyzed within a few µs after the photoexcitation, because the
photofragment ions are removed spontaneously from the QIT after the photoexcitation,
within ~10 µs, by the RF potential applied to the QIT in our experiment.
The trend of the energetics for the dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxane in solution
(Figure 8a) can be reproduced by quantum chemical calculations.

Figure 10 shows

calculated energy levels of dBAMH+–24C8 in the gas phase and in methanol.

The

Gibbs free energy at 298 K of the transition-state structure (red line in Figure 10) is
smaller than that of the dissociation limit, indicating that the formation of
dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxane is a barrierless process also in the gas phase at 298 K.
In contrast, the Gibbs free energy in methanol at 298 K (green line in Figure 10) shows
a noticeable barrier (~67 kJ mol–1) between the pseudorotaxane and the dissociation
limit.

As seen in Figures 7c and d, the cationic (NH2+) part of dBAMH+ is fully

surrounded by the cavity of 24C8 in dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxanes.

Hence, the

stabilization energy due to the solvation in solution will be smaller for dBAMH+–24C8
pseudorotaxanes than that for bare dBAMH+.

In the transition-state form of

dBAMH+–24C8 (TS1_2, Figure 9b), since the NH2+ part is slightly displaced from the
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24C8 cavity, the stabilization energy of the transition-state form due to the solvation can
be between dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxanes and bare dBAMH+.

As a result, an

energy barrier emerges in the formation of dBAMH+–24C8 pseudorotaxane in solution.
4. SUMMARY
We have measured the UVPD and UV-UV HB spectra of dBAMH+,
dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8 under cold conditions in the gas
phase.

The UVPD spectra of the dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and

dBAMH+–24C8 complexes show substantially different features from each other.
Results of UV-UV HB spectroscopy indicate that the dBAMH+–24C8 complex has at
least two conformers, whereas the dBAMH+–15C5 and dBAMH+–18C6 complexes
have one dominant isomer each.

The existence of multiple stable isomers in the

experiment of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex is consistent with the results of quantum
chemical calculations showing that there are two low-energy isomers for
dBAMH+–24C8, all of which have pseudorotaxane forms.

The main intermolecular

interaction between dBAMH+ and the crown ethers is the NH•••O hydrogen bond, and
effective CH•••π bonds are also involved in high stability of dBAMH+–24C8
pseudorotaxanes.

Furthermore, the energetics of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex has

been investigated experimentally and theoretically with 1H NMR spectroscopy in
solution and the GRRM method.

In the pseudorotaxane formation of dBAMH+–24C8,

a potential barrier of ~60 kJ mol–1 exists in solution, whereas the barrier due to slipping
processes is lower in energy than the dissociation threshold in the gas phase.

Hence,

the energy barrier for the pseudorotaxane formation in solution originates not simply
from slippage processes but rather from solvent effects on the dBAMH+–24C8 complex.
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The 1H

NMR spectra of dBAMH+, 15C5, 18C6, 24C8, and their mixtures recorded at 300 MHz
in CD3OD solution at room temperature.

The relative total energy and TD-DFT

results of the dBAMH+ isomers calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level.
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Scheme 1. dBAMH+, 15C5, 18C6, and 24C8
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Figure 1. UVPD spectra of (a) dBAMH+, (b) dBAMH+–15C5, (c) dBAMH+–18C6, and (d)
dBAMH+–24C8. We observe the UVPD spectra in Figures 1b–d under the same conditions of the
photodissociation (focusing and beam pattern of the UV laser). The UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+ in
Figure 1a is measured under different conditions from those of the complexes. Hence, we use different
units for the vertical axis between Figures 1a and 1b–d.
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Figure 2. (a) UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+. (b, c) UV-UV HB spectra of dBAMH+. The position of
the probe frequencies is shown with arrows in the UVPD spectrum of panel (a). (d) Calculated
electronic transitions of dBAMH+. A scaling factor of 0.8331 is used for the calculated transition energy
to compare the TD-DFT results with the UVPD spectrum.
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Figure 3. Structure of bare dBAMH+ calculated at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level. Numbers in
parentheses present the total energy in kJ mol–1 relative to that of the most stable isomer (isomer A in
panel (a)). The total energy is corrected by zero-point vibrational energy.
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Figure 4. Energy levels of stable and transition-state conformations of dBAMH+ calculated at the
M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 5. (a) UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+–15C5 with the high-resolution laser. (b) UVPD spectrum of
dBAMH+–15C5 with the low-resolution laser. (c) UV-UV HB spectrum of dBAMH+–15C5. The
position of the probe frequency is shown with an arrow in the UVPD spectrum of panel (a). (d) FC
simulation of the S1–S0 transition of the dBAMH+–15C5 complex. In the FC simulation, the frequency
of the ν2 vibration is scaled by 0.8. (e, f) Calculated equilibrium structure of the dBAMH+–15C5
complex in the S0 and S1 states. Arrows in panel (e) show displacement vectors of the ν2 vibration in the
S0 state. Numbers in the figure show the distance between the centers of the benzene rings.
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Figure 6. (a) UVPD spectrum of dBAMH+–24C8 with the high-resolution laser. (b) UVPD spectrum of
dBAMH+–24C8 with the low-resolution laser. (c, d) UV-UV HB spectra of dBAMH+–24C8. The
position of the probe frequencies is shown with arrows in the UVPD spectrum of panel (a).
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Figure 7. (a, b) Side and top views of the most stable structure for the dBAMH+–15C5 and
dBAMH+–18C6 complexes. (c, d) Side and top views of the most and the second most stable structures
for the dBAMH+–24C8 complex. Numbers in red, blue, and black represent the NH•••O distance (Å),
N–H–O angle (degrees), and CH•••(benzene centroid) distance (Å), respectively. Isomer names shown
in the figure (isomers A, B, and C) stand for the conformation of the dBAMH+ part in these complexes
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 8. (a) Energetics for the dBAMH+–24C8 complex in methanol and acetonitrile. The energies in
panel (a) are obtained experimentally by NMR spectroscopy at room temperature. (b, c) Calculated
energetics for the dBAMH+–18C6 and dBAMH+–24C8 complexes in the gas phase at 0 K. The vertical
axis represents the energy relative to that of the (18C6 + dBAMH+(A)) or (24C8 + dBAMH+(A))
dissociation limit. The S1–S0 transition energy is determined with the UVPD spectra.
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Figure 9. (a, c) Equilibrium structures of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex in the gas phase (EQ1 and EQ2).
EQ1 and EQ2 have a pseudorotaxane and non-pseudorotaxane form, respectively. Carbon atoms of the
dBAMH+ part are shown in yellow. (b) Transition-state structure of the dBAMH+–24C8 complex
between EQ1 and EQ2 (TS1_2). Arrows in panel (b) show displacement vectors of the vibration with
an imaginary frequency. EQ1, EQ2, and TS1_2 are found in the GRRM calculations.
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Figure 10. Calculated energy levels related to the dBAMH+–24C8 complex in the gas phase and in
methanol. The Gibbs free energy in methanol is obtained using the polarizable continuum model.
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Table 1. Binding energy (kJ mol–1), transition energy (eV), and oscillator strength for the S1–S0 and
S2–S0 electronic transitions of dBAMH+, dBAMH+–15C5, dBAMH+–18C6, and dBAMH+–24C8
calculated at the M05-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.
dBAMH+ (isomer A)
dBAMH+ (isomer B)
dBAMH+ (isomer C)

Binding Energya
–
–
–
187
198
246

S1–S0 transitionb
5.57 (0.0000)
5.56 (0.0049)
5.55 (0.0005)
5.50 (0.0052)
5.57 (0.0010)
5.59 (0.0024)

S2–S0 transitionb
5.58 (0.0096)
5.58 (0.0041)
5.56 (0.0074)
5.58 (0.0034)
5.60 (0.0011)
5.59 (0.0015)

dBAMH+–15C5
dBAMH+–18C6
dBAMH+–24C8
a
The total energy of isomer A (Figure 3a) is used to calculate the binding energy.
b
Numbers in parentheses are the oscillator strength of the electronic transitions.
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